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Abstract
With expansion of commerce and boundaries of business, organizations have been working hard at
improving processes and bills of material and have reached the bottom already. The focus is therefore,
now shifting to the next logical area of optimization of supply chains. The ever-increasing competition is
putting pressure on organizations to optimize their supply chains and many organizations are re-
evaluating their existing supply chain networks. Often, as expected, they realize that it requires a
complete overhauling. There may be too many suppliers or too many distribution centers, not quite
optimally aligned in the chain. The important issue is not to impact customer service adversely, and yet,
make the desired changes in the network.
A member company from the Affiliates Program at MIT's Center for Transportation Studies is one such
company, looking at re-configuring their distribution system, questioning the need for multiple echelons
in their distribution system. They are looking at reducing the number of Delivery Center locations and the
possibility of doing away with the Central Distribution Centers where shipments from the plants are
consolidated for shipment to the DCs. This study aims to address the following related issues:
What is the impact of reducing the number of DCs?
What would be the optimal location of a third DC assuming 2 DCs are known?
What would be the customer allocations in the new network with 3 DCs?
How would the assignments change if there was a capacity constraint posed on the DCs?
These issues were approached as a facility location problem with an objective function to meet the
customer demand at the minimum cost. In a typical system, the constituents of this cost would be the
transportation cost - Plant to DC to Customer, facility operating cost and the cost of carrying inventory at
each DC. The number, location and size of the DCs relative to the plants and customer zones would be
some of the decision variables that influence these costs.
The study was conducted by structuring the company data from the previous year into a model and using
a mixed integer linear programming tool to arrive at the optimal solution. SAILS - ODS, a supply chain
network optimization software, was used as the solver for the network model. For the purpose of this
thesis, the analysis was limited to a study of the transportation costs as the driver for optimization.
Thesis Supervisor: James M. Masters
Title: Executive Director, Master of Engineering in Logistics Program
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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Chapter 1. Introduction
The problem of optimizing physical flows in networks has caught the attention of operations
research specialists for many years. Customers have always demanded better service at lower
costs, requiring logisticians to continually study ways and means to improve the efficiency of
product movement from the manufacturing plants to the customers. Over time, many computer
based algorithms and procedures have evolved to solve the network problem efficiently.
As these procedures evolved, it has become evident that network flow concepts could be used to
address a rich variety of problems, even beyond the logisticians' concerns. This realization led to
the development of many other applications such as personnel assignment, project scheduling,
production planning and telephone call switching, to name a few.
1.1 Distribution Networks:
Design of the distribution network is a strategic decision that has a long-lasting effect on the
firm. In particular, decisions regarding the number, location, and size of warehouses have an
impact on the firm for at least the subsequent three to five years of operation.
The design of a distribution network involves many interdependent decisions which can be
classified as facility, customer service, transport, and inventory decisions. All four of these areas
are economically interrelated and should be planned collectively'. Location of a facility is often
an important decision in the larger frame. Fig 1-1 shows some of the decisions required to be
made for each of these strategic decision areas.
1 Ronald H.Ballou & James M.Masters, Commercial Software for locating warehouses and other facilities - Journal
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Figure 1-1 Four Major Strategic Planning Areas in Logistics System Design'
In addition to the interdependence between these four decision components, there is also
interdependence between distribution network design and demand. The demand and its
geographical distribution affect the optimal design of a distribution network, which in turn
affects demand through its effect on customer service. Among the most important distribution
network design decisions are those related to warehouse (DC) location.2 Typically in the past,
when network design optimization was not a popular phenomenon, the distribution network for a
company evolved organically with demand. As the product reach spread farther, a new
2 {Ho, Peng-Kuan, Univ of Maryland,1989; Warehouse location with service sensitive demand: AAD90-2151 1
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warehouse or distribution center was set up whenever the existing one ran out of space or the
need was felt for one in new customer areas.
1.2 Why Locate Facilities Optimally?
If the location of the manufacturing plants (source) and the customers (demand) is considered
fixed, the issue is to identify locations for the distribution centers or warehouses such that the
cost of getting products from the plants to the customers is minimized. The main questions at this
point, then become:
1. How many distribution centers?




No. of Facilities ->
~ Inventory Cost ~ ~ -~ Facility Cost
- _ . Freight Cost . _ _ Total Cost
Figure 1-2 Interrelationship of Costs
As seen from the above figure 1-2, the freight costs in the system decrease as the number of
facilities increases and, the facility costs increase. Also, as the number of DCs and hence the
stocking points increase, the inventory in the system increases. With an increase in the number of
DCs, it is possible to put products closer to the customers, reducing the distance to customer and
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hence the transportation costs. However, as the number of facilities increases, the total fixed
costs also increase as more facilities means more buildings and related expenses. The total cost
in the system is the summation of these individual costs and follows a "U" shaped curve. The
lowest point on the curve is the minimum cost solution and hence the optimal number of DCs for
the system.
Figure 1-3 Transportation costs vs facility fixed costs trade-off
Figure 1-4 Cost Vs Service Trade-Off
The above trade-off must also be considered when deciding on the number of customer facing
points. As goods move closer to customers, they typically have more value added so inventory
becomes more expensive. Moreover, the firm loses flexibility to respond to changing demand
since it loses its ability to turn its intermediate goods into different end products or product
configurations. On the other hand, having goods closer to customers reduces lead times and
provides better customer responsiveness. The tradeoffs are important to understand and model.
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1.3 Motivation:
A member of the Affiliates Program at MIT's Center for Transportation Studies (CTS), wanted
to investigate the benefits of rationalizing their current distribution system. They wanted to
understand the means by which they could calculate the cost savings that could be realized from
the rationalization.
This company manufactures finished products at seven plants located mostly in the north-eartern
part of the country. There are 7 main product types, each product type being manufactured at
only one plant. Some of the products have variants of the main product type. Additionally, there
are 3 types of product that are outsourced. At the SKU level, there are approximately 4,000
different SKUs.
The company follows a two-echelon distribution system where the products flow from the
manufacturing plants to four Central Distribution Centers (CDCs) where the goods are
consolidated for shipment to seven customer facing Distribution Centers (DCs).
The products have widespread application from domestic household to industrial use, resulting in
approximately 25,000 ship to points for the products. The main customers for the company are:
1. Consumer Products Stores like Superstores
2. Industrial / Commercial: (e.g. Independent Electrical Distributors)




The move towards rationalization was based on understanding of the fact that reducing the
number of stoppage points in a system lowers the transportation cost of the system. Decreasing
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the number of stock points in a distribution system reduces the safety stock inventory held at
each point. Based on the above two main issues, it was believed that decreasing the number of
DCs from 7 to 3 and removing the middle echelon of the CDCs will reduce the total costs in the
system.
This thesis highlights the differences that emerge from a mathematical solution to a real world
situation and how the result are modified to give less than optimal solutions. The solutions thus
obtained are "optimal" under the constraints and the model that was defined.
The thesis evaluates some of the different ways that the company could arrange their distribution
network. If the network were being designed from zero-base, the range of design options would
be entirely different. In a greenfield analysis, the solver may allow or shut any warehouse or
transportation links. In reality however, as in the case of this study, there were issues of
necessarily continuing with some of the existing facilities due to an existing circumstance like
lease, labor or other similar issues. In this case, the location of 2 DCs was decided already and
the location of the third DC was almost certain.
It was assumed that the plant locations will not change. The product mix was not changed and
the demand pattern also remained the same. The objective was to design or reconfigure the
logistics network so as to minimize the annual systemwide costs. This includes production and
purchasing costs, inventory holding costs, facility costs and transportation costs. Facility costs
arise from the fixed costs at the facility, storage and handling of products. These are likely to
vary with location of the facility depending on real estate costs in the area, availability of labor,
etc. (For the purpose of this study, these costs are assume to be constant over the selection of the
location and hence ignored for calculations.) The transportation costs are also likely to vary with
location of the facility depending on volume of total freight inbound to and out bound from the
area where the facility is planned to be located. The selection of the mode of transportation is key
to the cost. (In the model here, the transportation mode is assumed to be constant for a given
customer, independent of the location of the DC that customer will be served from)
15
Chapter 2. Literature Survey
2.1. Network Optimization Methods
A network optimization analysis will typically provide an answer to the classic question: "Given
demand for a set of products, either historical or forecast, what is the optimal configuration of the
production or distribution network to satisfy that demand at specified service levels and at lowest
cost?" 3 In the absence of a larger perspective on optimizing the entire supply chain, issue-
specific local optimization is more prevalent in the industry as opposed to a system-wide or
global optimization.
The common tools employed for network optimization are based on the mathematical




Modeling techniques are gaining popularity as decision support tools that companies use to
analyze their supply chains. Simulation tools are popular, but more companies use optimization
models to optimize some part of their chain. Experiences may vary across companies, but with
careful and proper implementation, optimization techniques can provide solutions for means of
improvement and substantial cost savings.
2.1.1. Dynamic Simulation Methods
3 SAILS Concepts: A Handbook for SAILS Users.
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Dynamic Simulation methods provide a detailed emulation of activities over time. In other
words, such methods evaluate a modeled solution to the network design problem, rather than
providing an optimal solution to the issues at hand. A simulation tool will not provide a
recommendation to open or close any facilities in the network under consideration. It is difficult
to create a model that can handle issues like fixed costs, capacity and economies of scale.
Sometimes, organizations may want to simulate the solution to a network design problem that
has been obtained through optimization tools. This would be a good way to study the robustness
of the obtained solution to withstand variations in the modeled parameters. Unfortunately, the
software providers in this space have not developed this kind of an integrated tool in their
offering that would enable a user to conduct sensitivity analysis on the modeling parameters
without actually remodeling the entire network. To adapt the solution from the optimization
solver to the simulation tool can be a very difficult and time-consuming task.
2.1.2. Heuristic Methods
Heuristic methods or common sense consideration of alternatives is not guaranteed to provide
the optimal solution. The quality and optimality of the solution will depend on the quality of the
decision rules considered. Heuristic algorithms take lesser time to solve as compared to
optimization algorithms.
Optimization-based algorithms will either implicitly or explicitly sift through all possible
choices, while even the most advanced heuristic procedure will investigate only a very small
number that appear to be good. The heuristic guesses may or may not be good, but the important
point is that there is no way to know for sure unless the true optimum is also established. If the
true optimum is not known, the very real possibility exists for a better answer to be proposed
externally by an analyst or manager.
A heuristic solver may miss important opportunities for cost savings. In all likelihood, a heuristic
will identify some obvious savings; but less apparent sources of cost reduction, those often not
17
identified by a heuristic procedure, can amount to many times the cost of the most extensive
system design study.
A typical heuristics approach could be to assign customer demands to the least expensive node
that is linked to the customer, then assign the resulting node to the least expensive to which it is
connected, and so on, up to the level of source nodes. An optimization based solver finds the
least expensive available flow path through the entire network (from the source to the customer)
for a given demand. It does not optimize each level separately as that yields poor results..
A typical approach could be to draw circles around the Distribution Centers and serve all
customers that lie within the circle. The radius of the circle would largely be dependent on the
service limits set in terms of the maximum distance or time to customer as a company strategy.
In such an approach, the customers that lie at the periphery of the circle or in the intersection
zone between two circles may be randomly assigned to other closest Distribution Center. The
approach does not consider the difference in cost that will factor in due to the changed movement
of the product.
2.1.3. Mathematical Optimization Methods
Mathematical optimization techniques provide the capability to evaluate all possible alternative
solutions to a given problem and arrive at a solution that is optimal within a specified tolerance
range. The most important feature of mathematical optimization tools is that the solver either
finds the true optimal (least cost) solution or at a minimum, finds a solution within a specified
percentage (solution tolerance) of the optimum. With mixed integer linear programming models,
the result obtained is within the specified tolerance percentage of the actual optimal solution. The
range, of course, will be the decision of the management. It is important to remember that with a
tighter tolerance, the complexity of the model and the run time will increase exponentially. This
capability contrasts starkly with an approach like the heuristic based procedures, which can only
guess at a better solution. They cannot establish whether the results are truly optimal.
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2.1.4. Why Not Use a Spreadsheet?
Network design is a complex task involving large data sets. Spreadsheets are easy to use and
widely understood, but network design requires the consideration of more combinations than a
spreadsheet can effectively handle. For example, in a simple site-selection problem requiring the
identification of 5 optimal warehouse locations from a set of 25 potential sites, 53,130 different
combinations must be considered. This is far too many to analyze with a spreadsheet. The
number of combinations grows exponentially as potential sites are added to the analysis.
A thorough network analysis solution should consider:
1. the optimal assignment of customers to distribution centers,
2. manufacturing capacity at the plants,
3. warehouse sizes and
4. complex transportation cost structures.
It is also helpful to have the ability to analyze different scenarios. By using spreadsheets, too
much time will be spent crunching data and too many potential solutions will remain
unexamined.
2.2. Mathematical Optimization Tools
The problem features dictate model formulations. A mixed integer-linear programming
formulation is required whenever one wishes to deal with fixed costs, capacity constraints,
economies of scale, cross-product limitations, and unique sourcing requirements.
A compelling reason for adopting optimization-based solver technology is also that only
optimization permits reliable comparisons across runs on different model scenarios. If a heuristic
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solver is used, comparisons must be made among solutions whose direction and magnitude of
error are unknown. Reliable run-to-run comparisons are essential if one wishes to explore
uncertain formulation or data assumptions, evaluate alternative demand, supply, cost, service, or
environmental forecasts, and establish the reasons why two different input data scenarios yield
alternative solutions.
In sum, optimization results in fewer runs, superior analysis, better solutions, increased savings,
and less risk.
The models in an optimization tool and the associated solvers are of the Mixed Integer Linear
Program type. They are mixed because they handle and provide solutions to both integer and
non-integer types of decision variables:
- Mixed Variables (Also called as the Flow Variables): the quantity of a product that flows
between two nodes (or on a transportation link), the quantity of product procured or
manufactured at a facility.
- Integer Variables: (Also called as the Structural Variables) Decision to open or close a
production plant, assign jobs to a production line, select suppliers for a product, assignment
of customers to a facility.
The algebraic equations used to specify the underlying mathematical relationships are straight
line functions in the solver. This makes it a Mixed Integer LINEAR Program. Non linear
relationships such as those that define economies of scale are modeled as piece-wise linear
functions to maintain the linear nature of the model to keep it solvable.
2.3 Analysis of mathematical models:
Although modeling tools generally address customer service, inventories and transport selection,
treatment is usually at an aggregate level. The fine problem definition and decision making
.4details that are required in the practical world are left lacking due to aggregation .
4 Ronald H.Ballou & James M.Masters, Commercial Software for locating warehouses and other facilities - Journal
of Business Logistics, Vol.14, No.2, 1993.
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A mathematical model will consider the costs associated with the complete movement from the
manufacturing plan - to the distribution Center - to the customer zone for each product that goes
into the customer zone. Thus it may happen in a mathematical solution that two neighboring
customers are assigned to two different distribution centers on the basis of freight costs that arise
from the different product-freight combinations that customers frequently demand. The
organization will need to be clear on its strategy on the trade off between cost and service.
Serving different customer-product-mode combinations from different locations may be more
cost effective as against enforcing that a customer be served all products, irrespective of mode
from the same location, even though that would provide better customer service.
2.4 An Operations Research perspective of the Model:
2.4.1. Problem Formulation:
From an Operation Research perspective, this is a combination of an assignment problem and a
facility location problem. One problem might be to assign customers to a warehouse so as to
meet their demands. In such a case, the warehouses are the sources, the customers are the
destinations, and the costs represent the per unit transportation costs.
2.4.1.1. Obiective Function:
Minimize 1 X1 Xi1Iji + iJ k 11 YjekC2ki+ jZCFj
Inbound Costs Outbound Costs Facility Costs
2.4.1.2. Decision Variables:
Xiji :Quantity of product I flowing from Plant i to DC j
Yjk : Quantity of product 1 flowing from DC j to Customer k
Zj :binary variable = 1 if facility j is open, else 0
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Wjk Binary variable = 1 if customer k assigned to DC j, else 0
2.4.1.3. Parameters:
Cliji :Cost of transporting one unit of product I from Plant i to DC j
C2jki :Cost of transporting one unit of product p from DC j to Customer k
CFj : Cost of operating Facility j
dkl : Demand for product 1 at customer k
m : Capacity at DC j
2.4.1.4. Subject to Constraints:
1. All customer demand must be met:
Yj 2 dk for each k and 1
2. For outflow, there must be at least that much inflow:
lXi 2 Y Yjkl for each j and each 1
3. If material facility flows out of a DC, it must be open:
Yk lY jkl Zjmj for each j
4. Number of DCs to be open is fixed
Y. Z = n { n = desired number of DCs}
5. Bundling of products (restraining one customer to be assigned to only one DC for all
products):
Y ki Wjk X B for each j and k {B is a large number)
Yw k for all k
In the absence of facility data, it may be tempting to ignore the facility costs in the equation.
Since the solver seeks a minimum cost solution, it will assign demands to facilities that minimize
the transportation costs only. It does not recognize the constraint on the number of facilities to be
opened as there is no extra cost attached for opening more facilities. It is essential to assign each
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facility at least a notional cost so that the solver does not seek a solution where more than the
desired number of facilities is open.
The above objective function is formulated for capacitated facilities with a capacity limitation
mj. In reality, a warehouse or DC will have a limit on the annual throughput it can deal with.
There will be a limit on the maximum quantity of goods that can be stocked at a given time due
to space limitations.
The above set of constraints may give solutions where the capacity constraint is ignored and
assignment of customer demands exceeds the capacity. This issue can be addressed by imposing
a penalty on any excess throughput at the facility beyond the limit set on capacity. Since the
solver seeks a minimum cost solution, any solution with a penalty is likely to be less optimal and
hence such a solution will be discarded. It is then very important to select a good value for the
penalty. Typically, if there is an option to lease additional space, the cost of leasing the facility
may represent the penalty introduced here. The solver will look at this problem as two facilities
with different costs, the more expensive facility (the additional space leased) to be chosen only
once the less expensive facility (the original DC) has been filled to capacity. Customers will be
assigned to this additional facility if the cost of assigning them here is lower than assigning them
to another facility. If this is not an option, the solver must be prevented from assigning any
demand greater than the capacity to that facility. This may be achieved by assigning a high value
to the penalty cost. Adding a penalty clause to the problem formulation results in the addition of
more integer variables, making the problem tougher to solve.
2.5 Insight SAILS
2.5.1. Introduction to SAILS:
Insight: It is truly a global optimization model. The system recommends a combined vendor,
production and distribution network that minimizes cost or weighted cumulative production and
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distribution times, subject to meeting estimated demand and restrictions on local content, offset
trade, and joint capacity for multiple products, echelons, and time periods.5
The SAILS solvers are computer based procedures designed to find the best possible strategic
logistics network design from among several possible alternatives, best meaning least cost,
possibly subject to managerially imposed restrictions and constraints.
SAILS is a product of ongoing R & D efforts in large-scale optimization at INSIGHT Inc., a
supplier of logistics management support systems. Coupled with INSIGHT's logistics data
management modules and graphic user interfaces, SAILS is a capable logistics management
support system.
As the logistics management community has become more sophisticated in the use of modeling
systems, the logistics systems themselves have become more complex, giving rise to the need for
more modeling power. In addition to the classical distribution network issues, new questions are
being raised about raw materials options, the scheduling of multi-stage manufacturing
operations, and the best use of multi-capability production facilities. SAILS addresses these and
the other following complex logistics management issues.
2.5.1.1. Network Rationalization Issues
1. Assignments of customers to distribution centers (DCs)
2. Number and locations of DCs
3. Mission of each DC - inventories and service territory
4. Assignments of DCs to plants by product
5. Number and locations of plants
6. Mission of each plant - production by product, inventories, and service territory.
2.5.1.2. "What If " Ouestions
1. Business decision and policy issues




Shipment planning policy analysis
DC capacity expansion or elimination
Multi-division distribution system merger.
2.5.1.3. Sensitivity Issues
1. Distribution cost vs. customer service
2. Distribution cost as function of number of DCs
3. Demand forecasts.
2.5.2. Description of SAILS6
SAILS consists of user-friendly graphical interfaces, a data management system for model
generation, and INSIGHT's proprietary optimizing solver. SAILS is a logistics network modeling
tool that can be used for simple models where the data are entered by the user through a
graphical user interface as well as for complex models where the data may exist in the form of
millions of shipment transactions. The data management features of SAILS permit the user to
choose the level of model complexity. A great deal of data generation can be handled
automatically such as customer zone definition and freight rate generation.
Once a modeling database has been created, the scenario generation features of SAILS facilitate
rapid generation and evaluation of many alternate scenarios for analysis. There are also
numerous shipment planning controls which permit the user to evaluate the network impact of
various shipment planning options such as pooling, stop-offs, pickups, and direct plant
shipments.
When a given scenario has been generated, the optimizing solver selects from among the billions
of alternative structures and flows, that one network design which minimizes total cost for that
6 SAILS Concepts: A Handbook for SAILS Users, Volumes 1 & 2 (Users Guide)
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scenario. The solver is a mixed integer linear program that uses an advanced technique called
network factorization to achieve solution speed for large problems.
2.5.3. Modeling using SAILS ODS
2.5.3.1. The inputs to SAILS
* Customer demand - can be forecast or last year's historical shipments in either transaction
form or in some more highly aggregated form
e Aggregated product and customer identification
e Facility data for plants and DCs - includes processing rates, costs, and capacities as well as
location
e Transportation options and rates for plant to DC, DC to DC, and DC to customer shipments
e Various policy considerations such as shipment planning rules, customer service
requirements, and DC inventory restrictions.
2.5.3.2. The outputs from SAILS
for each scenario generated and optimized include:
Manufacturing
" Which plant should produce which products and in what quantities
e Which distribution centers should be served by each plant.
Distribution Centers
e Which distribution centers should be open and which should be closed
" Which products should be carried in each distribution center
e Which customers should be supplied from each distribution center, given customer service
objectives.
Customer Support Patterns
e Map display of customer service area for each distribution center
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e Graphical display of number of customers served by distance intervals from distribution
centers.
Financial Information
e Total production/distribution system cost
" Transportation cost -- Plants to distribution centers; Distribution centers to customers
e Warehousing and inventory cost (fixed and variable)
" Production cost.
SAILS provides many valuable facilities for dealing with the typically large files of logistics
data. The model generator performs all of the tasks commonly associated with the "matrix
generator" front end of conventional optimization systems, and also many of the tasks commonly
associated with a data base management system.
SAILS is a demand driven model. The aggregate commodity flows in the network are induced
exclusively in response to customer demands. Flow on a particular arc may occur either because
of favorable economics or capacity limits that must be satisfied. Either way, decisions made by a
demand driven model are influenced strongly by product volume. In other words, products with
high demands will influence the final solution far more than lightly demanded commodities.
2.5.4. The SAILS Solvers





The Optimizer for Distribution Systems (ODS) is a 3-echelon model that can be used to design a
straightforward finished goods production / distribution logistics network like the one planned. It
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can model Plants, Distribution Centers and Customer Regions as the network location nodes.
The corresponding links that are modeled are Replenishment (from Plant to DC) and Outbound
(From DC to Customer Region).
2.5.4.2. SAILS Optima
The other solver in the SAILS, Optima, can represent multiple stages of a manufacturing process
inside a given plant location, using multiple discrete production lines per stage. It can be used to
model networks ranging from finished goods production / distribution to fully integrate supply
chain systems. Optima can be used to model a complete supply chain from source of raw
materials to finished product customers with any number of echelons.
Due to its complexity, Optima typically requires more human and computer resources for master
database preparation and manipulation than does a typical ODS model. For this reason, the ODS
was chosen as the solver for this study.
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Chapter 3.: Model Data and Network Definition
The objective of this thesis was to examine the various courses of action that the company could
follow in their attempts to redesign their distribution network. This chapter describes the data
used in the model to define the network.
3.1. Description of the optimization model
3.1.1. The Objective of the Model is to minimize the sum of:
1. Transportation Costs
- Replenishment (from Plant to DC)





- Penalties for violation of capacity constraints
3.1.2. The Decision Variables for the model to solve are:
1. Network Flow
- the amount of each finished product that flows through each DC location
- the amount of each finished product that flows on each Replenishment link
- the amount of each finished product that flows on each Outbound link
2. Structural
- Open / Close decision for each DC location
- Single DC assignment for each customer region X customer class X product bundle
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3.1.3. The Constraints to be defined for the model (limits on the decision variables) are:
1. Network Flow:
- All customer demand must be satisfied
- Total demand for each finished product is equal to total quantity manufactured.
- Total quantity of each finished product shipped from a DC location is equal to total quantity
of the given product shipped to the given DC.
(Mass Balance Equations - Inflow = Outflow to be followed for each DC)
- Total quantity of each finished product shipped from a Plant location is equal to total
quantity of the given product manufactured as the given Plant. (Mass Balance Equations -
Inflow = Outflow to be followed for each plant)
2. Structural:
- each customer region - customer class - product bundle is assigned to exactly one DC
location.
3. Facility: (these constraints are optional):
- Capacity limits on production - arising from machine or process capacities
- Capacity limits on throughput at DCs - arising out of space limitations
3.2 Data Sources
The data used in the analysis in this thesis was based on the company's actual transaction data
from the previous year. The basic data sets provided by the company were:
1. Existing Situation:
- Location of plants, CDCs, DCs - by 5 digit zip codes
- Location of Customers - by 3 digit zip codes
- Product-plant relationship - what product is made where
- Product flow quantities -
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- Plant to CDC
- CDC to DC
- DC to customer - by product, by mode
2. Plans for the Future:
- Location of DCs: How many, what locations locked open and what locations are probable
candidates
- Likely Number of DCs
The data was provided in the form of Microsoft Excel sheets and was adapted to the specified
formats as required by SAILS ODS.
3.3 The Model
3.3.1. The Existing Network:
Products (4,000 SKUs) are manufactured at 10 geographically dispersed plants. Shipments from
these plants are consolidated at 4 Central Distribution Centers which are used as replenishment
points for the 7 distribution centers. The present customer base comprises of approximately
25,000 geographically dispersed ship-to points.
3.3.2. The Planned Network:
The future plan is to move from a 3-echelon network to a 2-echelon network. In this network, the
middle level CDCs are eliminated and products are shipped direct to DCs from the
manufacturing plants. Also, in the new network, the number of DCs is reduced to 3 from 7.
3.3.3. Products:
The range of products made and sold is approximately 4,000 SKUs. However, to simplify the
data for the model, 15 product families are considered, each made at only one plant. It is
assumed that each product has similar characteristics in terms of product density, packaging, etc.
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3.3.4. Transportation
The actual freight movement occurred by 5 modes -
- Truckload (FTL)




For the purposes of modeling, the above modes were considered at the following rates:
FTL, LTL, Pickup: @ Yellow 500, 1999 rates with a discount of 75%
Package, Expedited: @ UPS Ground, 1999 rates
The built-in library of rates in SAILS was used for the model.
The number of plants modeled was 10 as opposed to the 7 physical plants that the company
actually has. This was done to accommodate the outsourced products in the system flows. Table
3-1 as given below, summarizes the plants and the products that are made there.
Si # Manufacturing Plant Location Product No.
1 Drummondville, Quebec (Canada) 103
2 Manchester, NH 105, 106, 107
3 Maybrook, NY 102
4 St.Marys, PA 100
5 Versailles, KY 103
6 Winchester, KY 101, 121,122
7 Juarez, Mexico 101
8 Elk Grove Village, IL 112, 114 (Outsourced)
9 Eastern Factory Warehouse 104 (Outsourced)
10 Western Factory Warehouse 130 (Outsourced)
Table 3-1: Manufacturing Plants and Products
With the above information, the total customer demand was mapped back to the manufacturing
plants to yield a table of outflows from each of the plants.
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3.3.5. Data Collection and Aggregation:
A typical network optimization problem requires overwhelmingly large amounts of data
collection. For the purpose of this study, data was collected as per the scope of study defined and
aggregated so as to have minimal impact on the results, yet simplify the model to manageable
proportions.
Aggregation may result in loss of some information and so it is always an issue on how much to
aggregate. There are two main reasons for aggregating data:
- The first is that the original data will result in a large model that may be difficult to handle
and may take a very long time to solve. The time taken to solve the problem grows
exponentially with the number of customers in more complex models.
- The second reason is that aggregation of demand data improves the accuracy of the forecast
demand. The ability to forecast demand at an aggregate product and customer level is much
better than that to forecast at the individual customer - product level.
1. Location of customers, plants, existing and proposed warehouses.
2. Customer Demand: The 25,000 customer ship-to points were aggregated to 915 3-digit zip
code locations. A single customer located at the center of that zip code area represented all
customers within the area defined by a 3-digit zip code.
3. Products: In order to aggregate the 4,000 SKUs, they were aggregated into product groups,
based on the similarity in distribution pattern and product type. In this case, the products
were essentially variations in the models and style and differed in type of packing (as in 6-
pack vs 8 pack). This enabled the aggregation of products into 15 types, with each type made
at only one plant.
4. Annual demand for each product by customer location. Ideally, considering the fact that the
location decision will impact the firm for the next few years, future changes in customer
demand should be taken into consideration while designing the network.
5. Transportation rates by mode. The SAILS software has built-in rates for Yellow-500 and
UPS with a provision to scale these as required. These rates were used to project the costs for
the future network.
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6. Shipment Profiling: The flows in the model are cost on the basis of the Shipment sizes and
mode. The profile into or from a node was based on the how much material passed through
the node, in how many shipments and by what mode. The shipments into / from each node
were averaged for each mode to give a profile for the shipments. It was assumed that the
shipment profile would not change for change in configuration of the network.
7. Warehousing and facility costs - fixed, labor, inventory carrying, etc. These were assumed
independent of location and hence ignored for the study.
8. Order processing costs were also considered invariable and hence ignored.
3.3.6. The Design Ouestions and Description of the models developed:
A series of models were developed and run on the software to study the various issues involved
in the network optimization. This section provides a description of the models that were
developed to answer the questions posed:





OSNEW3: This model mapped the existing customer demand at 915 3 digit zip codes to the 3
DCs.
Q.2. How do the costs in the new system compare with the existing system?
OS7FTL: Mapped the existing customer demand as flows from the plants to customers through
the 7 DCs. Modeling the network including 4 CDCs was beyond the scope of this thesis and
these were omitted. The products in this model flowed from the plants to the DCs as truckload.
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OS70LD: This model was developed as a variation with the shipment profile from plants
resembling what the company expected it to be for a 3 DC model.
Both these models were used to compare costs between the 3 DC and 7 DC scenarios.
Q.3. If it were possible to select the location for a third DC, assuming that Bethlehem, PA
and Ontario, CA were locked open, what would that be?
OSNEW1: It was defined to this model that the required number of DCs was 3, out of which, 2
DCs - Bethlehem, PA and Ontario, CA were locked open. The solver would select the optimal
location from 8 other locations identified.
Q.4. What if there is a capacity constraint on the DCs?
How will the customer assignments and the costs in the system change? Would the location of
the third DC change?
OS3NCAP8: This model was adapted from the OSNEW1 model with addition of a constraint
on the maximum capacity or throughput permitted on a DC. This capacity was constrained at 150
Million pounds. A penalty of $1,000 / CWT was imposed for violating the capacity.
OS3NCAP5: This model was also adapted from the OSNEW1 model and the capacity was
constrained at 100 Million pounds. A penalty of $1,000 / CWT was imposed for violating the
capacity.
OS3NCAPBI: This model was adapted from the OS3NCAP8 model with increase in the
capacity violation penalty to $100,000 / CWT.
The lower capacity violation penalty represented a case where it could be possible to expand
capacity by leasing extra space. The higher penalty represented the situation where the capacity
could not be expanded.
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Q.5. How do we know that 3 is the correct number? Should it be 4? Or 5?
OSNEW4: This model was adapted from the OSNEWI model. With the same set of choices for
location for the new DCs, the model was constrained to seek optimal locations for 4 DCs.
OSNEW5: This model was also adapted from the OSNEWI model, with a constraint for the
model to choose 5 optimal locations.
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Chapter 4.: Results and Conclusions:
The objective of this thesis was to analyze some of the issues that the company was faced with as
they proceeded to change the configuration of their distribution network. The problem
identification, data and network modeling aspects were discussed in the preceding chapters. This
section focuses on a discussion and analysis of the results obtained through different scenario
runs of the model. Some of the main concerns critical to the design of the network were defined
in chapter 3. This chapter answers those questions on the basis of an analysis of the results
obtained.
4.1. What would be the customer assignments if there were to be DCs at 3 predetermined
locations in the network?
OSNEW3
SSAILS Mapping: osnew3
Eil Show Repoits Window Help
Betehem, PA
Figure 4-1: Customer Assignment map for 3 predetermined locations
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Customer Assignment Map N E I
The above customer assignment map shows that the Kentucky facility will be the largest of the
three facilities in the 3 DC network. The facility handles the largest volume of the 3 DCs. A
detailed text description of the customer assignments generated by SAILS is given at
Appendix.1.
Customer service Histograms showing the portion of assigned demand covered by each of the
DCs are given in Appendix.2. Bethlehem, PA has a small service area, meeting all its assigned
demand within a radius of 250 miles. Meadows has more densely spread demand upto 1,500
miles. Ontario, on the other hand, serves a lower demand upto 1,500miles, but with most of it
being served within 500 miles.
The system costs for this 3 DC model are compared with the 7 DC model in Table 4-1. Also,
Table 4-2 gives a comparison between the costs and activities at the various locations under the






Figure 4-2 Share of demand served by each DC in a 3 DC network
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4.2. How do the costs in the new system compare with the existing system?
OS7FTL:
i7: SAIL Maping os111 u i
William Penn, PA
Figure 4-3: Customer Assignment map for the existing 7 DC network
The above customer assignment map indicates that the Carrollton, TX, Bethlehem, PA and the
William Penn., PA DCs have fewer customer assignments compared to the others. In fact, the
detailed text report indicates that the William Penn., PA DC has no customer assignment
whatsoever. All the demand is assigned to the Bethlehem, PA DC as that happens to be co-
located with a manufacturing facility. The solver provides a mathematical optimal solution. It
indicates that only one of the two - William Penn or Bethlehem may be assigned any customers
in an optimal network. The two are located so close that the solver eliminates one altogether,
thereby saving on the total facility costs. Locations that are closely located enjoy essentially the
same access to available demand, share virtually identical freight rates and usually exhibit
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similar cost structures. Hence these cannot be meaningfully differentiated for location decisions.
Factors like existing facilities, interstate highway access, rail siding, dock access, EPA
regulations, soil conditions, tax laws and other such matters should ideally be considered before
the actual modeling. Such issues are beyond the scope of this mathematical model.
OS70LD:
The company believed that in switching to a direct-to-DC network, many shipments from the
plants would become LTL shipments as against the existing truckload shipments
from the plants. By eliminating the CDCs, the advantage gained through consolidating shipments
to truckloads is lost and this results in an increase in the total costs of the system. In this case, the
inbound to DC costs increase because the LTL mode is more costly than the full truckload. There
was no substantial change in the outbound costs from the DC to the customers as the profile
there was not changing.
Details of the comparison between costs in the three models is given in Table 4-1.
OS7FTL OS7Old OSNEW3
7 Existing @ FTL 7 Existing @ LTL Planned 3
System-wide
Volume Flow (CWT) 2,233,706 2,233,706 2,233,706
Replenishment Cost $ 25,554,000 $ 26,899,000 $ 23,729,000
Outbound Cost $ 23,440,000 $ 23,400,000 $ 25,346,000
Facility Costs @1,000 / $ 6,000 $ 6,000 $ 3,000
Facility
Penalty Costs
Total Cost $ 49,000,000 $ 50,305,000 $ 49,078,000
Overall Demand Wt Avg 394.02 384.23 543.45
Avg Cost / CWT 21.937 22.521 21.972
Table 4-1: Comparison of system costs between the Old & New DCs
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By changing to a 3 DC network from 7 DCs, the distance to customers is increasing. Table 4-1
indicates that the outbound demand weighted distance for the 3 DC network increases to 543.45
miles from 394.02 in the 7 DC network. This would indicate the possibility of longer lead times
and hence reduction in service levels. The outbound costs thus increased substantially as in the
new scenario, the demand is being met from a larger weighted average distance.
OS7FTL OS7Old OSNEW3
7 Existing @ FTL 7 Existing @ Planned 3
LTL
Bethlehem Flow 82,361 64,261 41,974
Cost in 1,110 913 641
Cost Out 814 707 506
Total Cost (1000$) 1,924 1,620 1,147
Overall Demand Wt Avg 75.36 82.08 93.41
Ontario Flow 346,552 346,487 374,577
Cost in 6,140 6,426 6,980
Cost Out 3,319 3,318 3,754
Total Cost 9,459 9,744 10,734
Overall Demand Wt Avg 439.32 439.32 460.62




Overall Demand Wt Avg 570.92
Old National GA 612,090 542,632
Cost in 6,625 6,090
Cost Out 5,798 5,123
Total Cost 12,423 11,213
Overall Demand Wt Avg 395.11 354.57
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Elk Grove Flow 277,429 288,367
Cost in 972 3,257
Cost Out 3,555 3,713
Total Cost 4,527 6,970
Overall Demand Wt Avg 459.55 478.03
Carrollton TX Flow 118,646 154,130
Cost in 1,518 2,156
Cost Out 954 1,109
Total Cost 2,472 3,265
Overall Demand Wt Avg 218.18 175.78
Westland Shoppoh Flow 796,628 837,829
Cost in 7,188 8,057
Cost Out 9,000 9,431
Total Cost 16,188 17,488
Overall Demand Wt Avg 409.78 409.89
William Penn Flow - -
Cost in - -
Cost Out - -
Total Cost - -
Overall Demand Wt Avg
Indianapolis, IN 82,361 64,261
Cost in 1,110 913
Cost Out 814 707
Total Cost 1,924 1,620
Overall Demand Wt Avg 75.36 82.08
Table 4-2 Comparison of Costs at DC level between Old and New Networks
The shift from 7 DC network to 3 DC network also indicates an increase in the weighted average
distance for each of the DCs. Even the 2 existing DCs will serve customers at an increased
weighted average distance. Customer Service histograms showing the assignment of demand to
each of the 7 DCs are given in appendix-3.
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4.3. If it were possible to select the location for a third DC, assuming that Bethlehem, PA
and Ontario, CA were locked open, what would that be?
OSNEWI:
During its growth phase, a company would have purchased land at various locations as an
investment for future use. Land does not depreciate and can be used to build another plant or
even storage facilities. In this case, the company had a stretch of land at Meadows, KY and was
looking at the optimality of setting up a DC there in the new network under consideration. It was
already decided that the DCs at Bethlehem, PA and Ontario, CA would definitely remain open in
the new network. The question that remained was to explore whether Meadows was an optimal
location. To address this issue, a model was created with 10 possible locations from which the
solver was required to select 3 locations that were optimal from the perspective of a supply chain
network optimization. Out of the 10, - Bethlehem, PA and Ontario, CA were defined as locations
already decided. The 10 locations selected as options were as described in figure 4-4.
.SAILS MODELBUILlDER. 05NEWI 9
- dQataPepaatin BunSatup Fl -ienb
Naane Abbr zip IPC LtDel Lt NLgD Lj EchIelon ID*
1 THE MEADOWS KY THE 40105 38 06 84 30 2 405
2 BETHLEHEM-1802PA BETH 15020 40 38 75 23 2 10
3 ONTARIO INTERNCA ONTA 91761 34 02 117 37 2 917
4 CINCINNATI OH CINC 45202 39 08 84 30 1640
5 INDIANAPOLIS IN INDI 46204 39 47 B6 08 3480
6 LOUISVILLE KY LOUI 40202 38 14 85 43 4520
7 WOODSTOCK IN WOOD 47274 3 57 B5 57 472
B NASHVILLE TN NASH 37202 36 05 87 00 5360
9 MEMPHIS TN MEMF 35101 35 0 189 59 4920









THE MEADOWS KY THE MEADOWS KY THE MEADOWS KY THE MEADOWS KY
I BETHLEHEM-1802PA BETHLEHEM-1802PA BETHLEHEM-1802PA
ONTARIO INTERNCA ONTARIO INTERNCA ONTARIO INTERNCA
CINCINNATI OH CINCINNATI OH CINCINNATI OH CINCINNATI OH
INDIANAPOLIS IN INDIANAPOUS IN INDIANAPOLIS IN INDIANAPOLIS IN
LOUISVILLE KY LOUISVILLE KY LOUISVILLE KY LOUISVILLE KY
WOODSTOCK IN WOODSTOCK IN WOODSTOCK IN WOODSTOCK IN
NASHVILLE TN NASHVILLE TN NASHVILLE TN NASHVILLE TN
MEMPHIS TN MEMPHIS TN MEMPHIS TN MEMPHIS TN
DES MOINES IA DES MOINES IA DES MOINES IA DES MOINES IA
Max locations open 3 Min locations open 1
ae 3Dcancel
Figure 4-4: 10 Optional locations for selecting 3 DCs
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With the above constraints the model selected Meadows as the optimal location for the third DC,
from the given set of choices and assigned customers to DCs as shown in figure 4-5.
fie SAILS Mapping: osnew1 REg
Fie Show Regors L[mdow tielp
Figure 4-5: Customer Assignments in 3 DC network.
The system costs in this set of assignments were the same as described in Table 4-1 for model
OSNEW3 since the same customer demand is being assigned to the same 3 DCs.
The solver is minimizing the cost of satisfying customer demand from the 10 plants, moving the
products through the DCs in different combinations. At Meadows, KY, the largest manufacturing
plant is co-located with the DC. The solver automatically selects this as the DC location as a
major portion of material movement from Meadows, KY to other DCs can be eliminated.
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4.5 What if there was a capacity constraint on the DCs?
The next question was to test the robustness of this optimality. How would the customer
assignments and the costs in the system change? Would the location of the third DC change?
To address these issues, the OSNEWI model was taken as a base and modified to include
additional capacity constraints. The results were checked at two levels of capacity constraints --
150 million pounds and 100 million pounds and two levels of penalty for crossing the capacity
limits - $1,000 & $100,000. The new models were labeled OS3NCAP8 and OS3NCAP5 for
penalty of $1,000 and OS3CAPBI and OS5CAPBI for penalty cost of $100,000. At a capacity
constraint of 150 million pounds, both runs (OS3NCAP8 and OS5CAPBI) indicated that
Meadows, KY was the optimal location for the third DC. With low penalty cost, the solver
found that Meadows was the optimal location even after paying a small penalty. With a low
penalty cost, the solver identifies a solution with a low transportation cost and an admissible
penalty. This could be viewed as the cost of additional space leased to enhance the capacity. A
high penalty cost indicates that the capacity may not be increased and so the solver identifies a
solution with no capacity violation but a higher transportation cost. The total cost for both
solutions is within 1% in accordance with the tolerance limit set for the solver.
F, SAIL.S Mapping- os3ncap8 FM





Figure 4-6 Customer Assignments Map in 3 DC network with capacity constraint of
150M & $1,000 penalty
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Bethlehem, PA
Figure 4-7 Customer Assignments in a 3 DC network with capacity
constraint of 150M and penalty of $100,000
f~e 6bOW Rqwt )O -M
ethlehem.
Figure 4-8: Customer Assignment map with 3 DC network at a capacity
constraint of 100M
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Table 4-3 Compares the costs in the system for the four conditions - no capacity constraint, and
the 2 levels of capacity constraint with the penalties.
OSNEW1 OS3NCap8 OS3CAPBI OS3NCap5




Volume Flow 2,233,706 2,233,706 2,233,706 2,233,706
(CWT)
(Pounds) 223,370,600 223,370,600 223,370,600 223,370,600
Replenishment Cost $ 23,729,000 $ 24,825,000 $ 24,934,000 $ 26,805,000
Outbound Cost $ 25,346,000 $ 24,631,000 $ 24,884,000 $ 25,095,000
Facility Costs $ 3,000 $ 3,000 $ 3,000 $ 3,000@ 1,000
Penalty Costs $ 811,000 $ -
Total Cost $ 49,078,000 $ 50,270,000 $ 49,821,000 $ 51,903,000
Table 4-3: Comparison of system costs at different capacity and penalty levels
This analysis was conducted to analyze costs from a perspective of transportation costs. The
facility costs were taken as the same nominal cost for the different capacity levels, so that the
solver did not select more than the number of DCs wanted. In reality, the cost structure for DCs
with different capacities would be different. SAILS is capable of including different fixed and
variable costs for each candidate facility, but the issue was beyond the scope of this study.
A comparison of the different costs for the 3 DCs under the capacity constraint scenarios is given
in Table 4-3. As can be seen from the figure ABC as well as TABLE XYZ, the customer
allocations changed with available capacity. The service zone of the KY facility reduced with
reduction in the allowable throughput. Correspondingly, the service area for the Bethlehem, PA
facility increased. As capacity decreased, customer assignments migrated from Meadows KY to
Bethlehem, PA. The solver seeks to minimize the total of the system and so it recalculated all the
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assignments and chose the combination of assignments that was the lowest in costs subject to the
capacity constraints. The customer assignments that switched were located closer to the
Bethlehem facility and resulted in a lower increase in the total cost as compared to the other
customers.
OSNEW1 OS3NCap8 OS3CAPBI OS3NCap5
Choose 3/10 Cap=150M Cap=150M Cap=100M
Pnlty=$1,000 Pnlty=$100,000
Bethlehem Flow 41,974 351,017 359,136 859,129
Cost in 641 4,521 4,586 10,866
Cost Out 506 3,561 4,189 9,425
Total Cost (1000$) 1,147 8,082 8,775 20,291
Overall Demand Wt 93.41 126.35 156.86 370.80
Avg
Avg Cost / CWT 27.33 23.02 24.43 23.62
Ontario Flow 374,577 374,577 374,577 374,577
Cost in 6,980 6,980 6,980 6,980
Cost Out 3,754 3,754 3,754 3,754
Total Cost 10,734 10,734 10,734 10,734
Overall Demand Wt 460.62 460.62 460.62 460.62
Avg
Avg Cost / CWT 28.66 28.66 28.66 28.66
Meadows Ky - Flow 1,817,155 1,508,112 1,499,993 1,000,000
Cost in 16,107 13,324 13,369 8,959
Cost Out 21,086 17,316 16,941 11,916
Total Cost 37,193 30,640 30,310 20,875
Overall Demand Wt Avg 543.90 568.64
Avg Cost / CWT 20.47 20.32 20.21 20.88
Table 4-4: Comparison of costs at the DCs for different capacity and penalty conditions
It was found that changes in the capacity constraint did not switch any customers between
Meadows, KY and Ontario, CA. Most production for the products takes place in the eastern part
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of the country, and the products served out of the CA facility moved there before shipment to
customers. The increase in costs for switching customers from KY to CA were higher than the
increase due to switching from KY to PA and hence the solver chose to change assignments for
the KY to PA pairs.
It was notable that the system costs were lower with the third DC at KY rather than they would
be with locating the third DC any of the other 7 options that were considered. In fact, the solver
found that it would be more cost effective to pay a penalty for overshooting the capacity
limitation as opposed to reassigning a customer to another DC. This also means that the next
lowest cost for changing the allocation of a customer was at least equivalent to the penalty
amount and to change the assignment of a customer would have increased the transportation
costs on that lane beyond the amount.
This exercise was not intended to arrive at the optimal capacity for the DC but only to check the
sensitivity of the location selection to capacity constraints. However, the solutions described here
are within 1% of the optimal solution.
4.6. How could it be known whether 3 was the correct number of DCs to have?
The next important issue in supply chain network design would be to determine the optimal
number of DCs. Should it have been 4? Or 5?
In order to analyze this issue, additional models were formulated to study the costs if the models
had to choose 4 or 5 DC locations from the same set of options. For the 4 DC model, the solver
chose Meadows, KY and Des Moines, IA in addition to the 2 DCs that were locked open.
Interestingly, it still chose to locate a DC at Meadows, KY. Figure 4-10 shows the customer
assignment map for a 4 DC network.
In the 5 DC model, Meadows, KY and Des Moines, IA and Nashville, TN were the selected
optimal choices for the DC locations in addition to the 2 facilities that were locked open.
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Figure 4-9 Total cost Vs Number of DCs
Figure 4.9 confirms that there will be an optimal number of facilities that will, minimize the total
transportation cost of the system. In this case, a cost of $ 1 million was taken as the facility cost
to illustrate the point. In reality, this figure would be dependent on the location and size of the
facility and probably vary from place to place.
As the number of facilities increases, the products are placed farther out into the field and so
beyond an optimal minimum, the replenishment costs begin to increase. Simultaneously, Since
the products are closer to the customers, the outbound costs decrease. Hence, there is a trade-off
between the inbound and the outbound costs. In the given case, the total cost of transportation
changes with the number of DCs as per table 4-5.
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Figure 4-10: Customer assignment map for a 4 DC network
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Figure 4-11 Customer Assignment map for a 5 DC network
Increasing the number of facilities increases the facility fixed costs. Although figure 4.9 shows
that fixed facility costs are linear, most often they will not be. A larger number of facilities will
spread the same demand is spread over a larger number of DCs and this would imply that each
facility can now be smaller, making the costs non-linear. Since the general trend will still be
increasing, the assumption about linearity can be made here.
The recommendation for a fourth facility is based on the savings from the reduction in
transportation and a nominal fixed facility cost of $ 1 million per facility. In actuality, costs may
vary from facility to facility. In order to assess the practical feasibility of the fourth facility,
detailed assessment of the costs involved will be required. The facility will be viable only if the
savings from transportation are higher than the costs that will be incurred in operating the fourth
facility.
Appendix 4 and Appendix
scenario respectively.
5 give histograms of customer service in the 4 DC and the 5 DC
OSNEW1 OS7FTL OSNEW4 OSNEW5
Choose 3/10 Existing 7 Choose 4/10 Choose 5/10
System-wide
Volume Flow (CWT) 2,233,706 2,233,706 2,233,706 2,233,706
(Pounds) 223,370,600 223,370,600 223,370,600 223,370,600
Replenishment Cost $ 23,729,000 $ 25,554,000 $ 23,445,000 $ 23,770,000
Outbound Cost $ 25,346,000 $ 23,440,000 $ 25,414,000 $ 24,944,000
Total Transportation Cost $ 49,078,000 $ 48,994,000 $ 48,559,000 $ 48,714,000
Table 4-5: Comparison of Total Transportation costs at different number of DCs
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Chapter 5. Summary and Conclusions
5.1. Overview:
The study targeted to analyze some of the issues that the company was concerned with, in their
initiatives to reconfigure their distribution channels by shutting down some DCs and removing
an entire echelon from the chain. The issues that were addressed concerned the impact of the
change in network configuration for the manufacturer having a widespread customer base to be
serviced from a reducing number of customer facing points. Data from the company was
formulated into a network model and the SAILS ODS was used as the solver for optimization.
The main questions that guided the study were:
1. What is the impact of reducing the number of DCs ?
2. What would be the optimal location of a third DC assuming 2 DCs are known?
3. What would be the customer allocations in the new network with 3 DCs?
4. How would the assignments change if there was a capacity constraint posed on the DCs?
A uniqueness of this network is that almost all of the production takes place in the eastern part of
the country. A DC on the Western side could serve only the customers on the west in a cost-
effective way. To serve more customers from the CA facility would imply that products are
shipped to the West Coast from the east and then shipped eastwards again. This would be like
backtracking material flows, which would result in higher costs.
The analysis found that it was indeed more cost effective to reduce the number of DCs.
However, results showed that the total system costs comprising of the transportation and facility
costs were lower for a 4 DC network as compared to a 3 DC network as planned by the
company. The trade-off between facility cost, inbound and outbound costs yield maximum
advantage when the number of DCs was at 4.
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The existing facilities at Bethlehem, PA and Ontario, CA were to be definitely kept operational.
The solver selected Meadows, KY as the optimal location for the third DC. This was because the
KY facility is co-located with a manufacturing plant where 47% of the total volume of products
is made. This implies that to supply to a customer from a DC location other than KY would cost
more than to ship it from KY itself. That is the main reason why the solver tends to converge all
demand to the DC at Meadows, KY.
Meadows, KY was the largest DC in the system, serving about 81% of the country's total
demand when no capacity limitation was imposed. A capacity limitation on this facility caused
some customers to be assigned to Bethlehem, PA. The demand weighted average distance
changed from 570.92 to 543.90 for that DC and increased from 93.41 to 156.86 for Bethlehem
when a capacity limit of 150 million pounds was imposed.
5.2. Summary of results
There are trade-offs in changing the number of customer facing points (Distribution Centers):
1. There will be reduction in the inbound transportation costs for the warehouse (cost of
transportation from plants to warehouses). The additional stoppage at the CDC is eliminated,
reducing the material handling and transportation costs.
2. There is an increase in outbound transportation costs (cost of transportation from distribution
centers to customers) as the facilities are now located farther from the customers.
3. There is a reduction in the overhead and setup costs as the number of facilities is reduced.
4. A reduction in the inventory carrying costs since the total safety stock in the system goes
down with the number of stocking points (square root law). The uncertainties in customer
demand are met from a smaller pool of inventory.
5. The average travel time to customers increases with fewer distribution centers. This has an
adverse effect on customer service levels.
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5.3. Recommendations
The optimality of the network design can have a direct influence on the costs and the profitability
of a company. The important design parameters discussed in the study that had the maximum
impact were :
1. the number of DCs
2. the location of the DCs
3. capacity of the DCs.
In order for the reconfiguring of the network to have maximum benefit, the following is
recommended:
1. The company should proceed with its plans to reduce the number of DCs from 7. However,
the option of having 4 DCs instead of 3 should definitely be explored.
2. Meadows, KY, by virtue of its co-location with the largest manufacturing plant, is the ideal
location for the third facility. The product made at that plant is the product with the single
largest demand and so there is a natural tendency for location of a facility there.
In case the plan for a fourth facility is followed, the optimal location for that will be Des
Moines, IA. Indianapolis, IN was also a strong candidate for the location of the fourth DC.
3. The customer service strategy determines the maximum distance to customer that can be
served from a given facility. This is perhaps the most important parameter that will decide
the extent of the service zone and hence the capacity of the DC. The company should clearly
define its policies on this issue before actually sizing the facility. The Bethlehem, PA and the
Ontario, CA facilities already exist. It will be a good strategy for the company to study the
possibility of expansion at these facilities and incorporate that while deciding the capacity of
the Meadows facility.
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5.4. Possible improvements to the study
SAILS is a powerful tool that can be used to model a supply chain network to great detail. With
proper training, a network can be accurately represented in the model. The scope of this thesis
was scaled down to a study that would be do-able in the time available and yet add value to the
instruction provided in the program. Time permitting, the scope of the study could have been
expanded to include a greater depth of detail in the models. Some of the main areas where this
could be possible are enumerated below.
1. Aggregation of data
The data used for the study was aggregated from transactions that took place over the
previous one year. As in any aggregation, there was some loss of detail that occurred. SAILS
allows the use of transaction data which the software itself analyzes for seasonality and
trends that may influence results of the study.
2. Transportation rates.
Transportation rates were based on the Yellow 500, 1999 rates for shipments that moved last
year by truckload, LTL or were picked up by the customers themselves. The advantage of
this approach was that there was uniformity for all possible lanes and combinations. The
disadvantage of this approach was that truckload and LTL shipments were both costed at the
same rate, when in reality, a truckload shipment will be costed at a cheaper rate over an LTL
shipment in the same weight break.
3. Basis for costing flows
All calculations for flows were based on the weight of the shipments moving between the
nodes. In the lighting equipment industry, shipments containing products like incandescent
bulbs will cube-out whereas shipments containing products like ballast will weigh-out. A
truckload of incandescent bulbs will weigh much less than a truckload of ballast. It was
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assumed that the product mix for all customers would weigh similarly and this would not
cause any discrepancy in the results. SAILS does have the option to define the profile for
each product. Incorporating this in the study would have complicated the model beyond the
scope of the study.
4. Solver Tolerance
All results given by the solver were within 1% of the optimal as that was the tolerance limit
set for the study. A tighter tolerance would have required higher computing power and longer
time for each run of the model. There are a large number of solutions at each level of
tolerance. As the tolerance is tightened, the solver requires a larger number of iterations and
so the time requirement increases exponentially. As a next step, the tolerance limit can be set
tighter to achieve results closer to the optimal if so desired.
5.5. Further Steps
Supply Chain network optimization is a strategic decision for the company that will impact the
profitability over a long period of time - 4 - 5 years. SAILS ODS is a decision support tool that
enables the management to take decisions regarding the issues on number of facilities, facility
location, customer assignment, etc., as discussed in this paper. It is not capable of doing a
sensitivity analysis on parameters without a re-modeling exercise. Testing the sensitivity of the
model solution to variances can help the management of the company make better informed
decisions.
The immediate issue for analysis will probably to decide on the size of the third DC at Meadows,
KY. This will require clear inputs regarding the customer service limitations from the
management. The capacity will be based on the peak throughput at the DC. That information can
be obtained through a simulation tool that can take input from the SAILS solver regarding the
network model.
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Network optimization can be an on-going exercise, even from a strategic perspective to
continuously monitor its optimality and decide on the next change with even better data. Some of
the areas where improvement can be made are discussed below:
Some of the other issues that were identified during the study related to the new network design
without the Central DCs where individual shipments could be consolidated. The company
management will need to look at these issues also to make its network optimization effective:
1) In reality, demand will be probabilistic and manufacturing capacity limited. Hence, in the
direct to DC deployment scenario, the product-planning schedule will have to incorporate
information on where the product will be deployed. The absence of an agile and responsive
forecasting system can result in product in the wrong place and having to be re-deployed to
another location. In such a scenario, the location with excess inventory will become a
potential supplier for the shortage location, but indiscriminate shipping can result in this
location having shortages in the next time window.
2) The existing information and management systems would have been designed for the 3-
echelon system. Reconfiguration of the network will probably require a change in these
systems. The management will require to ensure changes in the systems before change is
implemented.
This thesis highlights the differences that emerge from a mathematical solution to a real world
situation and how the result are modified to give less than optimal solutions. The solutions thus
obtained are "optimal" under the constraints and the model that was defined.
It was assumed that the plant locations will not change. The product mix was not changed and
the demand pattern also remained the same. The objective was to design or reconfigure the
logistics network so as to minimize the annual systemwide costs. This includes production and
purchasing costs, inventory holding costs, facility costs and transportation costs. Facility costs
arise from the fixed costs at the facility, storage and handling of products. These are likely to
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vary with location of the facility depending on real estate costs in the area, availability of labor,
etc. (For the purpose of this study, these costs are assume to be constant over the selection of the
location and hence ignored for calculations.) The transportation costs are also likely to vary with
location of the facility depending on volume of total freight inbound to and out bound from the
area where the facility is planned to be located. The selection of the mode of transportation is key
to the cost. (In the model here, it is assumed to be constant for a given customer, independent of
the location of the DC that customer will be served from)
There is a lot that can be done towards improving any supply chain or even a part of it. In this
study, the focus was improvement of the distribution system using a supply chain network
modeling tool. The strong interrelationship between some of key decision areas in a logistics
system design was studied to arrive at recommendations to some of the issues. Even tough the
actual situation may have been unique for the company in terms of its product range, and
manufacturing system, these issues were identical to what any company wanting to alter even a
part its supply chain network would face. The key results were presented and analyzed to make
recommendations for the company. This study can serve as the starting point for a change and so
some points for further study were also identified, not omitting some of the future improvements
possible in a similar study.
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